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[ *1 SUMMARY

1. 1 INTRODUCTION

It has been known for some time that the number of injuries

sustained during potentially survivable crashes could be reduced if

a proper energy absorber were placed between the seated man and

fuselage to dissipate the energy that is present in a plane crash.

The problem of what type of energy absorber should be used and

what characteristics should it have becomes apparent immediately

but does -not lend itself to an easy solution. Does an energy absorber

with a square wave force-deflection curve offer the best protection

or do the dynamics of the seated man system dictate an energy

absorber with variable force-deflection characteristics

to adequately protect the man. To solve this problem, a design

criteria for energy absorbers that would best -protect the pilots and

passengers of fighter, helicopter, and transport aircraft was the main

goal of the research effort conducted on this project, but before any

optimum energy absorption criteria could be developed several pertinent

questions had to be answered.

KThe first -of -these was how to easily evaluate a given energy

absorber's performance under the dynamic conditions that exist during

an airplane crash.
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The solution to this problem is to utilize a digital computer. A
computer program was written using the MIMIC routine to solve

the equations of motion of a seated man model placed in series with~a

seat and amenergy absorber and excited by an arbitrary input

acceleration. The man model used was a 10 -HZ, 30 percent 'critically

damped single degree of freedom system that can be used to calculate

the forces generated by a seated man and the acceleration input is

put into the program as a series of acceleration-time pairs. The

program allows- characteristics of any-energy -absorption device to be

entered into it as a number of force-deflection pairs and the program

then calculates the response of the seated man-energy absorber

system to agiven input.

The next question.was what kind of response could a man

survive and the answer comes from an injury model of a seated man

which calculates a Dynamic Response index (D. R. I. ) of a man for

any arbitrary input acceleration. One result of the computer program

is the seat acceleration which the program then uses as an input to the

injury model, an 8 HZ, 22 percent critically damped single degree of

freedom system. The compression of the spring element is indicated,

by the D. R. I. and this provides a means of evaluating the probability

of injury of the generated seat acceleration.
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The final problem to be solved was to find crash acceleration

time profiles which represented survivable crashes for the .different

types of aircraft. Many sources of actual crash data were reviewed

and- examined to select typical survivable input acceleration waveforms.

Several waveforms were collected for helicopter, fighter and transport

type aircraft; and these were used as input to the conmputer progr~am

with the selection of the waveform for each aircraft made on the

basis- of the D. R. I. output.

With the selection of an input waveform for each aircraft

-type and a means of evaluating the effect of the energy absorber upon

the seated man, the definition of an optimum energy absorber design

criteria was undertaken. The resulting design criteria was then used

witb the D. :R. I. to analyze test records of existing energy attenuators.

The force-time data available were re-evaluated and force-displacement

curves generated which were entered into the computer program and

the D. R. I. was calculated for each device with various man and seat

weight for each of the three types of aircraft.

1.2 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

There are several significant results that have been found

during the research.
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The most significant are related to current energy absorber design

criteria. Energy absorbers are currently designed to the criteria

that a constant force device will generate a constant acceleration

profile and therefore create the maximum energy absorption for

minimum stroke. This, because of the dynamic response of the

man, is false. If an absorber is designed assuming that the man is

a rigid mass that can sustain a constant and tolerable acceler ,tion

of 18 g, then-the developed digital computer.program can demonstrate

that: (1) the acceleration to the man is not constant, and (2) the response-

of the man in terms of probability of injury can be ten times greater

than anticipated.

Another interesting aspect is that some commercially available

energy absorbers approach the theoretically "optimum" force-

displacement profiles calculated. This is ,not because they were

designed that way, but because they simply turned out that way.

Several absorbers have large amplitude force "spikes" at the .begihning

of the stroke. This could, based upon 'current design criteria, have

caused their rejection as unacceptable. However, the study has shown

that this is, in fact, a reason for making them more acceptable than

the square waveform criteria they were designed to meet. Their

distorted waveforms as generated by the physical hardware are

superior to any square-wave device which may be .designed.
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IJ
~e research has show that it is possible to deternine

a force-displacement profile for a giren se of conditions which

is superior to any square wave or pea, and plaeau force-displace-

ment curv-e. Becanse of the response of the human, the optimum

profile wAil have a "notched" appearance to take advantage of human

dynamics. Any other waveform in order to not exceed the same

tolerance limit, will have a greater stroke length.

The results just mentioned were found using a computer

program that synthesizes the human body, both force and injury

asnects, the crash input and the en"-gy absorber force-displacement

characteristics. The program is a research tool in that it accepts

as input; man weight, seat weight any acceleration-time profile

of ihe crash, and any force-displacement curve for the absorber.

In addition, the program can recognize multiple absorbers and a

stroke limit. If the absorber bottoms" the seat responds as though

impacting a more rigid structure. The absorber is assumed to be

capable of attenuating energy in both compression and tension.

The literature was surveyed and representative crash

acceleration pulses of survivable crashes were tabulated. Four

waveforms are presented for the helicopter and transport.
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Two are presented for the fighter. A specific waveform for each

type was selected by using the program and determining the most

severe based Lpon the injury response.

The review of human tolerance data- resulted in the selection

of the D. R. I method of evaluating injury. By this means it is

possible to quantitatively evaluate-the probability of injury to the

man without recourse to trapezoidal approximations. A value of 18

for the D. R- . was selected as the initial criteria for optimization.

This is indicative of a five percent probability of spinal injury.

As ihent"oned, it was possible to show that force-deflection

profiles of optimum energy absorption devices could be developed

for particular crash profiles, men and seat weights. However it

was not possible to select any one optimum force -displacement profile

for each vehicle type (transport, helicopter, and fighter) that would be

best for all possible conditions. Optimums could not be firmly estab-

lished because .of the effects of variations of the input accelerations.

It has been shown that the response of a dynamic man upon an elastic

energy absorber is more complex than anticipated. The input acceler-

ation thought to be most severe based upon peak acceleration or velocity

change does not necessarily generate the greatest response of the man,

either inertially or in terms of injury.
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1.3 RECOMMENDATIONS

Rtis recommended that the following tasks be performed.

1. The developed computer program should

be utilized to study the probability of injury

due to selected variations of input waveform

and payload masses. The results should be

compiled in terms of cumulative probability

of injury and stroke length in order to'make

a quantitative judgment of the tradeoff between

the two.

2. Prototype hardware should be developed

to determine whether or not fabrication of an

energy absorber with the notched force-dis-

placement characteristic is practical.

3. Additional studies should be conducted to

determine whether or not a hardware design can

be developed that will passively satisfy many

input and payload configurations.
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2. DI SCUSSI ON

2.1 COMPUTER PROGRAM

One of the objectives of the research was to develop a computer

program that would Synthesize the crash acceleration, a generalized

energy. absorption device, and the human. Schematically this is

shown below:

fI Aman

\ Seat A

E.A. Aa/c

The acceleration at the ground acts upon the energy absorber, to

develop forces within it which accelerate the seat. The seat

then accelerates the man. The energy absorber is represented by

a force-displacement curve either from measured data or as

represented by some analytical function. The acceleration is

similarly represented by acceleration-time data points. The seat

motion is described by the equation.

M X ~CX+KX -C x -KX +F '+F -w2 2 l 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 ea st 2,

where M = the mass of the seat
2

W 2 =the weight of the seat

C the damping factor of the 10 HZ man

K = the stiffness of the 10 HZ r:-n

2 = the displacement of the seat
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X = the displacement of the 10 4Z man

Fea= the force developed by the energy absorber

Fst *- the force developed'by the structure when the
energy absorber bottoms.

'All dotted values are -time derivatives -of'the variable. The man is

represented by a 10 HZ, 0.3 damping ratio single degree of freedom

system. This has been shown to duplicate man's force response to

impact. The -equation for the man is:

M 1 X 1 - -k 1 X - C1 X,+K 1 X 2 +C 1 X 2 -Wi

the Weight of the man

M, =the mass of the man

If we were only interested in forces, this would be sufficient. However,

we are also interested in injury and this requires an additional element.

This is accomplished'by incorporating another single degree of free-

dom system into the program that is driven by the seat acceleration.

This is written:

M3 X 3 = C3 X 2 +K 3 X2 -C 3 X 3 -K 3 X3 -W 1

MI3 = MY[

C3 = the damping factor of the 8 HZ man

K3 = the stiffness of the 8 HZ man

X3 = the displacement of the 8 HZ man
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where the seat motion X drives the system but is not coupled

to it. The coefficients for the model are, those of an 8 HZ, 3=0.22

system. This is then the D. R. I. or injury model for the program.

The D. R. I. is a measure of the force developed in the spring and

equal to (3 - X 2 )/M 3 g.

These are the basic equations required for the prgram. They

were written in a format, compatible with,,a MIMIC routine and the

remainder of the program is the logic required to properly input,

output and control the calculations. A flow diagram of the program

is shown in Figure 1 and a complete users guide is contained in

Appendix I.

2.2 DEFINITION OF ACCELERATION PROFILES AND HUMAN'

TOLERANCE LEVELS

2.2.1 HUMAN TOLERANCE LEVELS

Many tolerance curves have been developed to indicate

acceleration limits that must not be exceeded. These are available

in terms of peak G, rise time and pulse duration. The unfortunate

aspects of these are that it is not always possible to rel'ate.the

characteristics of the measured acceleration waveform directly to

the waveform of the tolerance curve. It was because of this difficulty

that analytical models of the human body were developed to provide a

quantitative means of estimating injury.

2-3
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If an analytical model were available, that possessed a response parameterI -- -I ±elated toinjury, then the model could be -subjected to the acceleration

waveform desired and the response calculated. Such, a model is

available and is currently being used to predict the prob.bility-of injury.

The model is the, one developed several years-ago by- Mr. Peter Payne

aid currently included within Air Force- specification MIL-S-9479A.

The history of the model begins in 1961 when Stanley Aviation

Corpor-ation conducted a research program to study human tolerance

to abrupt accelerations and published a report describing their results.

Thisswas an attempt to collect all existing tolerance information and

from it infer analytical models that could be utilized. This was

indeed, accomplished and the model concept helped to explain various

regimes of human response.. IFrom this work Payne developed several

later papers that continued the effort and eventually these 1ed to the

adoption by the Air Force of the D. R. I. model.

As a portion of this program Beta Industries, Inc., was

required to determine tolerance levels and waveforms in accordance

with the best available documen4 ,ed data. The D. R. I. model was

originally proposed as the means of examining tolerance and no

additional information collected altered that selection.
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development. :Spepfically, NASA MemorAndum,549 -59E, Human,

I§

- Tolerance to Rapidly Applied Acceleration: A Summary of -the Liter.Ature,

was, referenced in both Stanley Aviation's Report and-the Crash SurviVal

Design Guide. Hence, the model development includes- the experimental

data and by using it-we satisfy the standard tolerance curves that utilize

arbitrarily selected trapezoidal waveforms. From MIL-S-9479A the

allowable D. R. I. of 18 is established as a value- associated with a five

per ,cent or less probability of spinal injury based upon "operational

ejection data and was used -as the tolerance level to be 'desired. For

other D. R. I. values the relationship between , D. R. I. and probability of

injury is given in Figure 39.

The selection of the D. R. I. model eliminates the need of

specifying an acceleration waveform as a portion of the tolerance criteria.

The purpose of the model is to calculate the response of a single degree

-of freedom system to whatever acceleration waveform is desired. The

response is calculated in terms of relative displacement, , and the

D.,R. I. is calculated by multiplying by the natural frequency of the

system and dividing by the gravitational constant. The frequency and

weight are specified such that the relative displacement is analogpus

to spinal compression, and hence the D. R. I. limit of 18 is in effect a

limit on the force carried in the spine.
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The model responds with the correct relative displacement and

velocity as a function of its stiffness, damping and inertial char-

acteristics, So that regardless of the input waveform the D. R.I.

is indicative of the force in the, sPine.

In the computer program the D. R. I. model is included

and responds to the seat accelerations calculated. It is not the

system used in calculating energy absorber response because

it is not a force modelbut a tolerance or physiological model.

The 10 HZ system is used to calculate how the seat accelerates and

this is then- used as input to the tolerance mgdel. Both a force

and a physiological model are necessary because the system dynamics

must be found using a force model but the question of injury probability

is best ,answered by the tolerance model. This can be explained as

follows:

First, suppose it is desired to be able to predict the force

respohse of the human body in a seated position. It has been shown

that a 10,HZ system responds properly. If a 10 lIZ system is

accelerated and the force developed is measured, it is similar

to that developed by man. This was established by conducting tests

with humans and measuring the forces developed. Secondly, to

evaluate the possibility of injury to a man's back due to transient

acceleratiori it is necessary to use an 8 HZ system.
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This is not a directly measured phenomena but-hias come about ft'om

observing the breaking strength and&.stiffne-,bs of. vertebral bodies.

- N

If these values are known, bodyr weight distribution and calcuiAte*d& -

whole body response will result in an 8 H-Z system mhi.ch-,provides

a model indicative of the force de-Ve1oped in the' spine. The model is,

an analytical tool. Any -given acceleration waveform input can, b e

used to calculate an internal foree'., By establishing limits~oil

displacement, velocit~y, or force, calculations ciin be made to determine

whether or not the model (spine) exceeds its limit. The limitusually

used is the D. R. 1.

w2 65 max
D. R.. L-

9I

:) W =the natural frequency (8 HZ),o r the spring displacement (spife)

2 KIf~ thstvlesae nownatbody l weghndstritinadacute

Since w2 K
M

D. R. . nK w max which means,
Mg

D. R. o t Force in the sprine

Body W~ig ht

and is similar then to an acceleration. The present Air Force limit

is w, the force in the spring is 18 times body weight.

2 -7
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Two models must be used. If the 8 HZ mrodel- is used

in the seat to calculate the responseof*thetotdl seat, man, energy absorber

SYstem, the acceleration of the seat would be the result of forces

developed by a 8 HZ system. The results would-be invalid.-since

only the 10 HZ develops the proper foices and therefore generates

the proper seat acceleration. The seat acceleration then can be

used as input to the -8 IIZ model. The computer printout presents

D. It. I, versus time and indicates, the force and displacement

generated within the spine.

2.2.2 "CRASH ACCELERATION PROFILES

Another portion,6f'his program was to determine ihput

acceleration wavefdrms representative of potentially sur-vi-vable

crashes for troop, fighter ard helicopter type aircraft. This

information, came from reports containting full scale crash test

data. In attempting to define the environment from test information

it is necessary to realize the exact nature of the measured data as

weii as the plausibility ,of approximations that can be made.

Typically the environment in a vehicle is presented as

acceleration versus time at particular locations within the vehicle.

This automatically indicates that the "crash" acceleration is a

function of vehicle type and location within the vehicle.
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It is also known that the acceleration level is a function of the airspeed

and attitude at impact. There --have been several anaytica die

that attempt to -relate fuselage crush strength; impact angl'e and

velocity. These techniques could have beenr-utilized, but wouid

have possibly causedl adaitional assumptions-r6 be, included into

the data. For this reason, only measured data, was utilized unless

detailed analysis showed that waveform approximations could be

used.

The accelerations that are,recorded at a part i culai- station

are assumed to be representative inputs to the energy absorber. This

is not rigorously accurate. A s th e vehicle impacts, the crashing

of soil and vehicle dissipate energy and generate a ba-ic acceleration

waveform. At the station of interest the energy -Ts,.feteived as trans-

mitted-by fuselage rigidI body motion and structural response. The

fuselage may rotate rather than translate, and the fuselage bending

modes may be of such a 'low frequency that the impact is greatly

attenuated. Locally, the instrumentated area may be very "soft"

~structurally, that is, the floor may not have appr'eciable stiffness.

If this is true, then the addition of an elastic system to that station

would cause the measured acceleration 'on the floor to be altered.

2-.9
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, - C - -iL H _ _I . ,l . .

The measured acceleration we call input is actual]y a response

that may or may not be influenced by the payload. If the loor

is lostif[ " strruturally. this mav appear as high freqency -'ierigang

in the data and. although a true indicalion of the input to the nmn, j
it does not appreciably influence the response of the low frequency -

man. AU of these factors were recognized in determining repre-

sentative init wav-eforms for each aircrak. type although little

could be done about some of them. Without a more rigorous

structural anavsis it is imirossible to evaluate the effects of the

payload on floor acceleration and hence it was assumed that the

measured data would be indicative of the floor acceleration

desired.

To define the input wa-eforms representative of potentially

survivable crashes for transport, helicopter, and fighter type

aircraft, a lit2rature search for reports and documents which might

have contained fuji-scale crash test data was performed. The primary

sburce for pertinent information was a Report Bibliography requested

from the Defense Documentation Center which covered publications

of full scale crash tests of aircraft for the last twenty-five years.

This bibliography listed several publications covering full scale testing

which were subsequently obtained through the DDC.
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These reports along with documents suppied by the Naval -ir F

Development Center are listed in Tables 1, .2, 3, and.4.

Several acceleration pulses of various, sapes were obtained

from crash data presented in some of the reports. Since there ar.Le

several acceleration pulses for each type aircraft, a means of .

selecting the proper waveform for the separate aircraft types had

to be determined. The crash input waveforms must be correctly-

defined for any energy absorber evaluation or optimization to tAke

place. The form of the input acceleration and energy absorber chat -

acteristics determine tha response of the seated mar) which is used

to deter-ihine the probability of injury to the man and show -whether or

Inot the energy absorber functioned correctly. However, the answer

to the auestion of which waveform should be used for each type of

aircraft is not immediately clear due to a lack of a definitive criteria

for selecting input waveforms which are indicative of potentially

survivable crashes.

The Crash Survival Design Guide states that the input acceleration

waveform for the major impact in accidents involving transport and-

helicopter type aircraft can be represented as a symmetrical triangular

pulse for most enginering calculations.
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But for this program the, actual input conditions were to be simulated

which meant a.teView- Of available crash data from existing literature

and in examifiing the reports it soon became apparent that not all

of the data could be -realistically described by triangular- pulses. -In

these cases, the best linear approximation which "filtered Out" the

high frequency structural response was used. The exact linearizing

technique is described in Appendix II. The result of inspecting and

reducing the available full scale crash test data was a group of input

acceleration-profiles for each type of aircraft. The time ,histories

of these waveforms, normalized so that every pulse--starts at time,

-t=o, are shown in the graphs in Appendix II. All of the input pulses

came from measured data taken-during controlled cras, s which

were defined. as potentially survivable crashes. But which pulse is

most representative of a survivable crash for each aircraft type?

Is the peak g level, pulse duration, onset rate, decay rate, or

velocity change the best parameter to use in choosing the prpper input

Waveform?

The waveforms obtained w.ere of such a variety of shapes

that none of the above parameters could be used to clearly determine

a good input pulse to use. Therefore, as a starting point it was decided

the inputs which caused the most severe environment for the seated man

in each type of aircraft would be used to evaluate and define optimum energy

absorption systems.
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This does not mean that -the various inputs were applied

directly to the injury model of the -man. The inputs would have

to be applied through an energy absorber. To apply the various

!inputs directly to the man would be unrealistic. A 30: "g"

peak input of one waveform and a 50 "g" peak of another, when

applied to man, will. both probably easily exceed man's -tolerance

limit. To select the worst would be ridiculous since neither would

be permitted to exist without some attenuation from an energy absorbing,

device. Therefore the criteria for selection of the input requires the

calculation of system response, man-seat-absorber, not just man alone.

The question then becomes how to select an absorber when it is the

characteristics of the absorber that are to be eventually selected.

At this point in the program it was necessary to select an energy absorber

with characteristics that would be indicative of the eventual force-

displacement criteria. From the force-displacement curves available,

Boeing test Number 3 was selected as representative of the commercially

available absorbers. The force-displacement curve has an, initial

spike, which was suspected to be desirable, and then hasa relatively

constant force level. It was realized that ,the selection of an absorber

would probably influence the selection of input waveforms. However,

to ignore the absorber would be wholly unrealistic. The use of any

commercially available waveform or even a theoretical square wave

is more desirable than ignoring the absorber.
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The technique used to find the. harshest input acceleration was

simply to put each pulse into the computer program, and using.the

selected energy absorber for each input, compare the peak D. R. I.

output of all the waveforms of a particular-aircraft. The input

acceleration pulse which produced the highest D. R.I. was-the one

producing the most severe condition for a seated man and was

chosen as the input waveform for that particular type aircraft. These

input acceleration profiles are shown in Figures 2, 3, and 4.

2.3 ESTABLISHMENT OF DESIGN CRITERIA FOR ENERGY
ABSORPTION DEVICES

One of the primary purposes of the researchconducted on

this program was to develop an optimum energy absorber for a-

helicopter, fighter, and transport type aircraft. The digital computer

program previously developed along with the input acceleration profiles

and human tolerance levels defined in the preceding paragraphs were

used to establish "the design criteria for these energy absorbers.

However., the questions '0f what an optimum device should accomplish

and how it should achieve the desired results become difficult to

answev, when examined in detail, but must be resolved to determine

the characteristics of an optimum energy absorber.
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What an optimum energy absorber should accomplish is quite

obviously the protection of the seated man from severe input acceler-

ations, but is there a criteria by which this can be achieved optimally.

The answer is yes. The 3eated man will react to an input acceleration

as a dynamic system (i. e. his response will differ from the response

of a rigid mass of the -same weight). What is happening, physiologically

to the man can be predicted by the output of a 8 HZ man model,, developed

by Payne, and is referred to as the Dynamic Response Index (D. R. I.).

The D. R-.. versus time curve then gives a time history of the

load carried in the spine since the D. R. I. is indicati-ve of the spinal

forces. The criteria used to determine injury probability is only

the maximum level or peak the D. R. I. reaches. (i. e. for a peAik

D R. I. of 18 the probability of injury is five per cent) which means

the injury 5probability is independent of the length of time the D. -R. I.

is at a given level.

Another point to consider is what happens when the D. R. I.

varies as opposed to being constant. When the D. R,. I. varies 'with

respect to the ti.me, the physiological model is dissipating energy

through the motion of the damper. This can be show-n as follows:

D. R. . Model [7 i__
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D.R.I. = W .
g Mg=X-x

P. R.I: . K ! -  F ( ) (!

E = Energy dissipated

I(2)

From equation (1) it is seen that the,,D. ,. I. varies directly with the

displacement 6. When the D. R. I. varies, 3 has a first derivative

and energy is dissipated by the system, ut- if the D. R. I. is constant,

6is constant, is zero, and no energy is dissipated by the model.

If nd energy is being dispelled by the man, then the energy-present irA

the seated man-energy absorber system can only be dissipated in the,

energy absorber. When this condition exists, maximum use of the

energy absorber is attained, since the total energy of the system is

being dissipated as the energy absorber actuates.

18-

TIME

The curve does not have an infinite rise time or decay time. This is

because the square wave is not physically realizable. The D. R. I.

is tHe result of the response of an elastic system and hence even if

the input were a "step" input, the response would have a finite

rise time.
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Some-energy will be dissipated by the mariin reaching Pnd declining

from the maximum level, but this cannot be eliminated from a

dynamic system and is negligible- when -compared with- the total

energy of the system.

How the 'energy absorption device achieves the desired,

optimum results depends not only on the energy absorber itself

but also on the seated man system that is attached- to it. The, first

results -achieved in trying to define an o1timum energy absorber

indicated the magnitude of solving this problem and raised several

questions which were consider edpertihent.

1. What weights are to be used?

2. What stroke length is desirable?

3. What force levels are required?

4. What input waveform should be used?

5. What fofces can the floor carry?

There are several independent variables involved and combinations

of these could be considerable. If 3 seat weights,3 man weights, 3

acceleration waveforms, and 3 stroke lengths, are used, there are

81 possible conditions for just one energy absorber and for evaluating

the nine existing devices there are over 700 combinations.
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Additional complications occur due to the fact that the total system

is nonlinear. By doubling the force in.the energy absorber the

response is not necessarily doubled. The response may be dictated

by a "bottoming' action or by a relaxation phenomena, which occurs

when the energy absorber stroke changes direction. Hence if the

response of the system is to be interpreted and understood, conditions

must be selected thatwill best represent the real world. The following

figures were selected to be most representative.

Seat Weight Man Weight

Fighter 250 lbs. 170 lbs.

Helicopter 150 ibs. 170 lbs.

Transport 50 lbs. 170 lbs.

These value's together with a stroke length of 10 inches were

used for the initial optimization and ,criteria development. It was

-known that actual seat weights would vary from the values listed or

change in the future and that ,the weight of the man would vary from

135 lbs. to 205 lbs. which are indicative of -'he 5th and 95th percentile.

Therefore, an effort was made to find the effect of the scat and' man

weight on the D. R. I. using the computer program. Several cases

using one energy absorber (Boeing #3) for all three aircraft types

were tried'with the seat and man weight being varied.

2 - 18
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These results are shown graphically in Figures 5 thru 16.

Figures 5, 6, and 7 are plots of seat weight versus D; R. I.

for the three types ofaircraft with the different curves representing

different body weights. The points connected by the solid lines are

data points actually calculated by the computer of an energy absorber

with 16 inches of stroke. Int examining these curves it appears that

the D. R. I. increases quite drastically as seat weight becomes greater.

However, in all cases where the D. R. I. increases with seat weight

the energy absorber "bottomed out" and-exposed the man to high

input accelerations. For those case's the D. R. I. time curve was

of the general form shown below.

D... N Peak IDRI" "

Peak 2
t)'

.E. A.
Bottoms

Time
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It appears from the shape of this curve that if the stroke

length cofild be extended the D. R'.I. -would be -reduced to the level
,fPeak 2.,- If this is the case, then the points cohnected by the

dshed lnes would represent the true effect of seat. weight which

ppears to decrease the D. R.I. With addedweight. This hypothesis

• was.-tui-ed uing a stroke length Vf 25 inches for a-few dases and the

results given in Figures 8, 9, and 10 show that the D. R.-I. does

* vary. inversely with seat weight if the stroke length is long enough.

The graphs in Figures 11, 12, and 13 show the effects of man

weight on the D. R. I. for different seat weights. Here again the

same problem with the stroke length arises. If the stroke length

is 10 inches, the D. R. I. increases with body--weight, but the

i Ienergy absorber "bottoms out. " This condition is depicted by the

solid graphs, while the dashed lines show what could'be expected

if the stroke length was longer. Several cases using a stroke length

of 25 inches were tried and the results given in Figures 14, 15, and

16 do show that ihcreasing -the man weight will decrease the D. R. I.

The consequence of the-preceding results is that some

restrictions can be placed on some of the system's parameters,

'for purposes of optimization and design criteria definition without

loss of generality since the previous data predicts a trend
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when either- seat or man weight is varied and stroke length is long

enough to preevint the energy absorber frori "botto#iOg. These,

qualifications along, with knowing what an optinum device ShOui

accomplish now ease -the problem of optimizatiQn and definition:

of design criteria. -

II

For optimization purposes,, the;.primary-effort was to

determine whether or not energy absorber criteria 6ould be de v el6ped'

to take advantage of the dynamic response of the- subject. Is it

possible that the standard square wave energy absorber force- -

displacement ,carve, is not the optimum? Does the mai's response

significantly influence the design of the absorber? The digital

program developed was generated to test the hypothesis -that a -orce -

-displacemefit curve exists that ,s better than the generally accepted

constant force absorber.,

The initial approach to the problem -was an intuitive one.

We- realize, first of all, that we are attempting to developan absorber

which will have a minimum- stroke while creating a tolerable environ-

ment for the man. This is true because if we wished to maintain

tolerable accelerations only we could have low, force, levels but

extremely long stroke length absorbers.
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Unfortunately, we reaize !bat by redacing the stroke we are also

raising the forces,, decreasing the tiume da-aiw,, and generating

the force ow-rshA of the mamm

Since a locg duration acceleration palse is undesirable,

what will the shas durtion pulse cause? The limnit of a, short

duration pulse is the impulsive iqyot. The d&,rafion of the pulse

is so short that the system responds not to the waveform but

rather to its area, the velocity change-.

The response is as shown-

-(0

Time

This infers that if -we impulsively strike the system it will reach

a peak value and then decrease to zero. If 'the peak is a limit, it

is desirable to gei up to t~he peak and then hold it.
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conan- = .ccele

If this is achieved, we are maintaining a constant-acceleration level

on the man and hoping that we will not exceed his hmit. Since we

have a linear system we can use superposition and add,,other input

impulses to create a constant output.

As an example, two-inputs andtheir responses are shown ks.:

£ /

r (t) /

STirme

It is apparent that the first pulse can be used to achieve the desired

level and that subsequent pulses can be added to maintain that level.

Can pulses be added initially to get the response more quickly up

to the desired level' If this is possible, we are approaching a square

wave output which implies greatest energy absorption for least stroke.

2 2 3
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Unfortunately, it is not possible. The- initial pulse clearly dictates

the Peak aceere)ation level and adding additional pulses can only be

attempted- when- their response and the initial-pulse response

collectively Will not exceed the desired level. This means that

there will be a, large initial spike, a valley or "notch" and then

a series of lower level1 pulses as required -to maintain a constant

value. The input accelerates the mass but before the acceleration

becomes too great the inputis removed and- the acceleration coasts

into the tolerable limit.

The description given is directly applicable to- the man and

seat. We want an acceleration to the man that causes him to compress

up to a given level and then hold it. If this is to be achieved the acceler-

ation-of the seat must have the "notched" appearance. Since the seat

acceleration is dictated by the forces of the energy absorber and the

dynamic response -of the man, the energy absorber force-displacement

S.curve must create the force-time "notch" desircd. During the initial

acceleration, the man will lag the input and not generate large forces.

However, the seat will have accelerations nearly equal to the input

and hence the forces generated. by the energy absorber will approximately

equal the seat mass times its acceleration. Therefore, the force-time

profile of the energy absorber must have the same "notch.
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With a "notched' absorber the seat acceleration will generate

approximately the proper response of the man.

2.3.1 WAVEFORM DETERMINATION - HELICOPTER

The next step was to quantitatively define a force-displaCe-

ment profile for an optimum energy absorber. From existing crash

criteria the 40 g level was used as a first estimate of the permissible

acceleration that could be carried by the energy absorber structure.

Assuming a helicopter configuration with-a 150 pound seat and a

170 pound man, the peak force due to inertial response of the total

dead Weight would be 12, 800 pounds. Existing ehergy absorber data

indicated possible loading rates of 60, 000 pounds per inch for the

initial crush of the absorber. This infers 0. 213 inches to a peak

force of 12, 800 pounds. Assuming a symmetrical pulse the total

impulse displacement is then 0.420 inches.

The plateau portion of force -displacement curve is dictated

partially by the impulsive response but is also the asymptotic limit

for the inertial forces of man and seat. After the transient response

has decayed, the D. R. I. limit must be indicative of the accelerations

of the seat. A D. R. I. of 18 was used as the limit. Since this is the

inertial acceleration of the man and seat, after transient response,

the force level of the absorber must be approximately 18 x 320 5, 750

pounds.
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The -profile to be developed must, appear as:

F 1-2, 800

t 5750

/ ,

From datacollected on the Boeing #3 energy absorber it was

known that about 75, 000 pound-inches of energy would have to be

dissipated -to develop a severe 'but tolerable D. R. I. By adding the

energy increments of the force-displacement curve it was determined

that at least 12. 5 inches of stroke would be required if another 0. 213

inches were used in getting from the force valley to the plateau

I magnitude of 5, 750 pounds.

Based upon the estimate discussed, the following waveform

was selected as a curve for the helicopter.

F 12, 800

5750

\.1,000
X
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It was not known where or how big the "notch" should be and

so several Variations of "notch" location and impulse peak form

were attempted. The best response Was achieved When the "notch"

immediately followed the impulse and had. a stroke of nearly three

and one half inches. The plateau value was decreased fromthe

initially assumed 5, 750 pound level and the peak was increased to

14, 200 pounds. The selected waveform and -its response are shown,

in Figure 17 and 18.

The curve in Figure 18 indicates that it ispossible to develop

an energy absorber force-displacement profile which will generate

a nearly constant D. R. I.

The waveform -of Figure 17 is the "optimum"' for a 170 pound

man, a 150 pound seat, and the helicopter acceleration input shown

in Figure 3. It is assumed that the '150 pound seat is the parameter

of least variability. The variation of response with man's weight

and acceleration input as variables has to be examined.

Consider first the effects of changes inthe acceleration input.

The acceleration for the helicopter was assumed to be 115'g and . 030

seconds duration. This is a severe but potentially survivable environment.

Suppose the acceleration input is of less severity.
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First, "less severity" must be defined. If we assume that the

waveform generated as input to the energy absorber is a function

of the elastic chafacteristics of the helicopter, then it is reasonable

to assume that even a less. severe crash will generate the same

time duration of the response. A system subjected to a transient

input will respond by oscillating at its own natural frequency regard-

less of the magnitude of the input. It is not completely independent

of the waveform of the input, butfor this investigation it seems more

r r-easonable to assume that "less severity "implies reduced amplitude

only and not scaled-magnitude and time. Therefore, acceleration

inputs were examined having the same time base but with scaled

amplitude.

The energy absorber found has an initial force spike of 14, 200

pounds. This requires a -certain amount of input acceleration to get

the absorbr,to actuate. As the input acceleration is reduced, a point

is- reached-where the input is insufficient to generate the 14,,200 pounds.

The absorber then-acts as a high stiffness element and the man over-

shoots the input. As.the input is further reduced, even the overshoot"

of the response will not exceed allowable limits. Hence,, if a large

force spike exists on the energy absorber it may be extremely efficient

in getting the man up to speed" quickly.
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But it may create a band of acceleration inputs where the most

critical human response, occurs with less severe input.

Inputcceleration

/erti1 Energy Absorber Effective Range

/ " - Energy Ab'sorber Ineffective,

l Mari's Reaction Tolerable,

Time

In order to investigate this problem, it was necessary to study

several variations of absorber waveform and inp~t acceleration. The

first attempt made was,to reduce the peak force magnitude to one half

of the "optimum" value and examin'e variations of the, "notch. " By

reducing the peak value, the loss of strain energy would have to be

introduced elsewhere and hence the notch variation was examined to

determine how and where the lost energy could be reintroduced.
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The response curvesgiven inFigUre 19 for a reduced energy

absorber waveform- with a'7, 100 -pound peak show that the initial-

energy loss does cause the response to be distorted and the optimum

b. R.J. waveform becomes a curve with a slight dip at 40 milli-

seconds and peak at 80 rh~illiseconds and a 5.per cent greater response.

The- form of this response suggests that, the man should' be subjected

to A. greater acceleration, onset rate in the beginning .of the, energy

,absorber stroke and a lower acceleration at the, e.nd. In terms of the

~energyv absorber charabteristic~s this means that more energy should

,be dissipated in the first part of the stroke and less energy in the last

part. This means the energy absorber characteristics curve should have

the following form.

F

x
I ,

: __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

F-2 - __ _

Y .. . . . . .

Th epnecre[gvni Fgr 9frardcdeeg
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If the stroke (LL) of the "notcl" of the energy dbs6rber

-used-for Figure- 19 is reduced the -response b-ecomes .frie repre-

sefitative of the desired D. R. I. time profild. This suggests that

two approaches should be looked at. The notch wavefodfxh-approach,

can be continued to examine the effects of'input variations, and;a1

,-peak and plateau absdrber-of the,following form can also be examined..

F.

The next step was to find what happens when the input is reduced.

The results of a preliminary investigation, with a "notched'

energy absorber are presented in Figure 20. The curves shown.

are the responses that are generated by reducing the input wave-

form. That is, the amplitude of the acceleration input is multiplied,

by 0.9; -0.-8; etc., to observe the response as the input is reduced.
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'The curves demonstrate that a reduction. in input does not always

generate a reduction in re ponse; Even though the input is reduced

to less than half of the original magnitude, it is possible to have a

response -1t, hat exceeds the levels generated at maximum input

acceleration 'as shoWn.by ,the curve with 0. 4 of the maximum inpat,

The response has a D. R. I. of 21.2 while the maximum input only

gefierated a D. ft. 1, of 18.2.

Knowing that the ifrduction in acceleration inputs can have

a dangerous effect on a seated man and that a "notched" and un-

notched energy absorber should'be examined, the ratio inputs were

tried with both types of energy absobers. The results are shown

in Figures 21 and 22. The characteristic curve for each energy

abscrber was determined by finding a waveform for the maximum

input that matched the energy absorber curves in Figure 19. That

is the response for RA-1. 0 in Figure 21 and 22 matches the response

for /I L = 3.8 and 0.8 respectively in Figure 19. This correspondence

now provides a means of comparison between the two energy absorber

types, "notched" and "un-notched.

Examination of the curves presented in Figures 21 show that

I the "notched " absorber D. R. I. responses fall below a peak level of

19. 2 except the curve for RA=0. 4 which has a peak D. R. I. of 19. 9.
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Since these peak D. R. I. levels can be adjusted down.to- a-level

of 18 by slightly lowering the forces of the energy absorber, it

appears that the "notched" type absorber can be optimized to-

protect a 170 pound man from any crash waveform up to the max-.

imum expected providing the stroke length is long enough. The

un-notched energy absorber generates the responses shown in

Figure 22 which demonstrate that successively lower inputs

generate approximately the same peak D. R. I. (19.8) uhtil the

input is reduced to 0. 3 of the initial value. Here again the force.

levels of the absorber could be adjusted -to bring the Speak D.. R. I.

level down to 18 for the maximum expected input, but lower inputs

would still generate responses which had peak D. R. I. levels .equal

to 18. This means that the probability of injury will remain the same

for the "un-notched" energy absorber even though the input is reduced.,

The "notched" energy absorber does not exhibit this characteristic

because a reduction in the input results in a lower D. R. I.- except

for cases where the energy absorber's stroke is very small

(RA = '0. 4 and 0. 3). However, in these cases, the peak D. R.I: level

still remains below the peak generated by the initial input. 'Therefore,

it appears that the "notched" type energy absorber is an optimum for

a 170 pound man and 150 pound seat with the selected helicopter input
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The nend point to consider is the variatioo of thre man's weigb!0

Fro= all the data collecded and that specifically sh~own In Figares 14

tira 16, it is apare&, that an increase in the an's weigt w l ower

the 11. RL b&- increase the stroke. Therefore. it can be sid that

the - energy absorber designed for a 170 poand man -old

also work for a 205 pond 95th percentle) man providing the stroke

length is long enough. If the streke length is critical, it zan be

shortened provided the force levels of the energy absorber are raised

so-that the amount of energy dissipaled is similar to the previous

absarber, The . IL L may or may not increase eepending on how

the force levels are adjisted., but levels can be foundwhich will

generate responses that have a D. R. L of 18 or less for a 205 poard

man.

The reaction of a 135 pound (-'th percentile) man -xith 2n

energy absorber designed for a 170 pound man presents the opposite

situation from that of the hea-ier man. The data previously preseuted

(Figures 14 thru i6) very definitely shows an increase in D. RI. L with

a decrease in man weight. A case was tried to see if this trend held

for the energy absorber designed for a 170 pound man and is shown in

Figure 21. The results was a 10 percent increase in D. L1. for a

135 pound man, therefore, an optimum energy absorber designed for

a 170 pound man will not work for a lighter man, but an absorber
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eesigned for a 135 pound man will protect heavier subjects provided

the stroke length is long enough. Since the response of the 135 pound

man generated a peak D- RL 1. of 21.3 with the "%o cked?' energy absorber

used above, the force evels were sightly reduced to bring the peak

D. R,. L down and the responses found to a variation of inputs. The

results are sheuma in Figure 23 and indicate that this absorber would

protect the 5th thr 95th percentile man (135 to 205 poundy seated in

a 150 pound seat and subjected to -e selected helicopter input waveform.

2.3.2. WAVEFORM DETERP1INNTION - TRAZSPORT

A similar approach was taken for the transpor configuration

wixth more immediate success. An optimum characteristic curve

shown in Figure 24 was found for the baseline 170 pound man a2n

50 pound seat. The D. R- 1. response using this enerf" absorber is

shown in Figure 25 and indicates that the curve is not as flat as the

helicopter. How-ever, this could be achieved with additional manipulation

of the "notch" location. After the optimum was found two variations

were again examined. One was the peak with no notch, and the other

a notched" configuration. The ones found were not capa-ble of generating

identical fcak D. R. I. The optimum generated a ma-imum value of 13.4,

the peak-plateau a value of 18.7, and the "'notched" a value of 16. 9.

Hence, the two curves are 1. 6 percent high and 8.1 percent low.
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Both conf-igurations were examined for less severe inputs. Once

again, ratios of the input were examined and the results shown in

Figures 26 and 27. The "un-notched"' waveform (Figure 27) generates

extreme values of D- R- 1. at iii values of input acceleration less

thUan iht naximum, and greater than one half the input. An acceleration

-input with less peak acceleration and less velocity change than the

selected maximirum, generates a greater response-

This phenomenon is not observed for the "notched"' waveform.-

(Figure 26). As the input peak is reduced, the maximum response

does increase but never exceeds the maxiUnm allowable of 18.. 0.

This type ener abso!rber appears to be an optimum for baseline

condtion d 5& ow~seat, a NO0 pound man an-d the selected

iLrahnsr-oert iraut-acceleration-

A< for ihe -helicopter, the vtarfation in man weight w-yas also

cousidered and the same conclusions reachied. The responses ofl a

135 pomjd xnah are shown in Figv7e 28 for an energy absorber wit"h

slightly lower force levels aphca the eae above. The curves illustrate

that a 135 pound man can be protected using an energy absorber with

a "notched" type characteristic curve. A heavier man of 205 pounds

would also be protected by this device if the stroke -waz long enough.
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2.3.3 AVEFORM DETERMI-NATION - FIGHTER

The baseline configuration for the fighter, 170 pound man

and 250 pound seat was best fitted with the notched absorber con-

figuration of Figure 29, which generated a response shown in Figure 30.

A truncated configuration, Figure 31, was also developed to study the

effects of less severe ints. o attempt was made to determine

an 'Aun-notched" waveform since the commercially available configurations

were approximately comparable to the force-displacement levels required.

The optimu= curve does maintain a relatively constant D. tL L, but

the truncated waveform does require improvement. If the truncated

waveform were to be improved, the initial plateau value of 5400 should

be raised. This would cause the peak response at lower inut !evels

to more closely approach a D. R. L of 18. The present curve is nearly

A8.0 (18.6) for the extreme inputs, but only reaches a value of 14.2

when tht- input is three tenths oI the maximum. If the plateau were

raised, the 18. 6 value would be changed only slightly but the response

to reduced inputs r-ised. This would result in a more efficient absorber

waveform because more energy is dissipated within the same str.oke.

The response of a 135 pound man to the initial and reduced waveforms

was also tried for the truncated 'notched" energy absorber. The results

are presented in Figure 32 and the zonclusions are the same as those

mentioned for the helicopter and transport.
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2.4 ANALYSIS OF EXISTING ENERGY ASORPTION DEVICES

The force-time profiles of existing energy absorbers pre-

.viously tested by ACED and documented in Report No. NADC-AC-6905

"Dynamic Testing of Eilergy Attenuating Devices" were reduced to

provide force-deflection curves and these were properly formatted

for entry into the digital program. The technique used for deriving

the force-deflection curVes is completely described in Appeidix IV.

This method consists of plotting the relative acceleration betwec.'

the test platform and the dead weight and then graphically integrating

twice to obtain the deflection-time profile of the energy absorber.

This curve and the load cell force-time history are then used to

generate the force-deflection curves by finding farce and deflection

values that occur at the same time.

The calculation of the force-deflection curves required that

the load cell record and the acceleration records of the platform

and dead weight be complete. For cases where overshoot occurred

and the trace disappears, the force-deflection curves could not be

'nbtained. These tests are listed below:

1. ARDE - Test No. 4

2. BCEING - Test No. 2

3. ALL AMERICAN - Test No. 1
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The calculation of the force -displacement curve for the ARDE

torsional energy absorber for Test No. 1 indicates that the data -is

invalid-beyond approximately 52 milliseconds, since relative velocity

changes directions and therefore relative displacement becomes

smaller starting at thi- ppint. it was indicated in the report that

for Test _No. 1 not enough energy was imparted to the device to allow

it to respond properly. The device deflected qrly -orotal -of :8 of an: -

inch as compared to over 3 inches for Tests 2 and 3.

The remaining nine energy attenuating devices have their

force-deflection curves calculated and put'in the proper format for

use in the computer program. These devices are listed below, and

their characteristics are shown in Appendix IV.

1. ARD. - Test No. 2
2. ARDE - lest No. 3

3. BQEING - Test No. I,
4. BOEING - Test No. 3
5. -MECHANICS RESEARCH INC.
6. ARA INC. -Test No. 1
7. ARIA INC. - Test No. 2
8. ARA INC. - Test No. 3
9. ALL A'MERICAN - Test No. 2

Upon completion of putting the force deflection curves in the

proper format for the computer program each energy absorber was

entered into the -prpgram and evaluated for each aircraft type with

three body weights of 135, 170, and 205 pounds which represent the

5th, :0th and 95th percentile man.
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The results of these 81 cases are presented in Appendix V as graphs

which show how the D. R. I. varies with man weight providing the

stroke lengths are long enough. Also it appears that the devices

manufactured by the same company provide similar response and

therefore for purposes of comparing with the design criteria only the

following devices were cohsidered.

1. ARA LNC. #3

2. ARDE .2

3. ALL AIERC-AN

4. BOEING .3

5. M. R. I.

These devices -along w-ith a square wave that had a peak force

of 3960 pounds were evaluated for a 170 pounc man, 50 pound seat,

and the transport input waveform. To match the design criteria for

optimum energy absorbers; the inputs ver-e rcdu.ed and the response

recorded for a maximum stroke length of 25 inches. The results are

shown in Figures 33 thru 38. All the devices tested generated D. R. I.

responses in excess of 18 which indicates that .,nluie uf the energy absorbers

would protect the man for the transport conditions. Three of the energy

absorbers exhibit the phenomena of producing higher peak D. R. 1. 's

when the input is lowered.
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These are ARDE #2, ALL AMERICAN and BOEING #3. The MRI

absorber response curves appear indicative of the impulse response

of a single degree of freedom system. This is to be expected since

the force level of the MRI device is so high (10, 000 pound) that the P

energy absorber is essentially a rigid link between the point where

the input is applied and the seat.

The square wave absorber whose resporses are shown in

Figure 38 was found by considering the man as a rigid mass. If

we say we want the maximum seat acceleration to be 18 g's then

the following calculations will determine the force level of the

energy absorber.

= + W2  Total Weight

W = 50+170 = 220 lb.L

F = 18. 220 Energy Absorber Forceea

F = 3960 lb.
ea

This is the force level that was used for the square wave absorber.

The responses show that four of the eight curves overshoot a D R I.

level of 18 and the overshoot is due to the man responding as a

dynamic system and not as a rigid mass.
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A square-wave energy absorber that generated a D. R. I. of 18 or

7 less would have a lower force level chan the one used in Figure 38,

but the stroke would be longer.

A comparison table of the existing energy absorbers and the

optimum absorbers developed which lists peak D. R. I, stroke length,

and aircraft type is given in Table V. The absorbers listed under

the commercial heading were the devices'evaluated on this program

while the theoretical heading lists energy absorbers described by

the design criteria discussed in the previous section. A direct

comparison of individual energy absorbers is somewhat difficult

since the D. R. I. man weight and stroke length vary, but some

general conclusions can be drawn for each aircraft type. For the

fighter with a 170 pound man the ARA INC. .2 energy absorber

and the fighter optimum have the same D. R. I. but the ABA INC.

device requires two more inches of stroke. The remainder of the

commercial absorbers except the M. R. I. all have lower D. R. I.

values for the same man weight, but show stroke lengths of 20 inches

or greater. The M. R. I. device has a lower stroke (9. 7 inches) and

a higher D. R.I. (33.3) which is expected because it is a much stiffer

absorber than the others. The two "notched" energy absorbers, 1.
designed to handle reduced inputs, have acceptable D. R. 1. values,

but very long stroke lengths.
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A direct comparison with other devices is not possible since the

calculation time is twice as long. The square walv, absorber designed

for a rigid mass and an 18 g seat acceleration compares unfavorably

with the fighter optimum because it results in a much -higher injury

probability. The probability of injury for the fighter optimum is only

0.06 and for the square wave it is0. 0.

By making similar comparisons with the helicopter optimum

and the transport optimum it is seen that these devices are apparently.

better for their respective aircraft than any of the other c'ommercia,

devices listed. The optimum energy absorbers maintain a tolerable

level for the man and use less stroke than the commercial .devices.

Again the square wave absorber D. R. I. values show that higher injury

probabilities will result when this device is used.

The values in Table V can become deceiving should the conditions

under which they were found be forgotten. The optimum energy absorber

for each aircraft was determined for one man weight and seat weight

for the maximum input. The "notched" absorbers, on the other hand-

were designed to handle peak and reduced input accelerations. All

of the numerical values in Table" V were calculated by the computer

program using the maximum accelerations, but several devices listed

generate higher D. R. I. values with reduced inputs. Figures 33 thru 38

should be checked for this phenomenon.
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If the above conditions are kept in mind when using the table, com-

parisons of the different energy absorbers can be made.

2.5 DISCUSSION

It has been shown that for a given set of conditions, man

weight, seat weight and input acceleration waveform; an optimum

force-displacement curve can be found. As long as the input is of

short duration, less than a tenth of a second, the dynamic response

of the man creates a-force overshoot and this can be compensated

for by having a "notched" absorber. This type device differs quite

drastically from the traditional square wave force-displacement

absorber. The square wave device will dissipate the most energy

for a given stroke length, but will generate an acceleration input

-to the seated man which wil' result in a high probability of injury.

Because the man responds as a lightly damped dynamic system,

a square wave absorber causes higher seat accelerations than

anticipated. This also subjects the man to greater accelerations

I -which generates higher forces in the spine. This means a greater

i probability of injury. The design criteria developed in the previous

section takes the man's response into account; and, for an energy

absorbeir that is a passive, elastic element, the optimum for a given

set of conditions is a "notched" force-displacement absorber.
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Unfortunately, it is usually not possible to design for a

given set of fixed parameters and a range of values must be

considered. The absorber must act in conditions-of less severe

inputs. If the absorber has a high peak value initially it is possible

that an injurious input could be less than the-,actuation level of the.

absorber and hence the absorber would act as a stiff elastic element

rather than a energy dissipating device. This can be overcome by

truncating the initial peak value and compromising-on the efficiency

of the absorbers.

The truncated and notched absorber will work for all

acceleration input levels provided that the forces levels of the

absorber are low enough. The levels are not necessarily dictated

by the maximum input but by some lesser input that creates a maximum

response.

If it is desired to develop the passive, plastic absorber

there are three methods of approach that can be followed.

1) Design for the ultimate response. This is the approach

that was taken in the previous section. An absorber curve is found

that will not create a response greater than a selected D. R. I. value,

regardless of the severity of the input.
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This approach results in long stroke lengths and an absorber that

is the result of compromising various -segments of the curve in

order to insure that three-tenftns or seven-tenths of The .maximum

input doesn't overshoot the allowable.

2) Additional passive elements can be ,cluded into the

energy absorber. Just as a peak-valley-plateau was found for a

makimum input, a peak-valley-plateau can be found for each level

of the input. Is it then possible to develop an absorber with not ofly

elastic but viscous elements that can create all of the optimum force-

displacement curves2 It the worst condition exists at a less severe

input, then it is possible that a viscous element might improve the

system. At high levels of input vith relatively large velocity changes

the -damper would' gcnefate large forces which when added to the

elastic forces would create the peak values required. At lesser

input levels the damper would not contribute significantly and hence

the elastic force could be set at a magnitude that would not create

an injurious overshoot of the man.

Additional emphasis should be placed upon finding the

optimum for many levels of input. It was originally anticipated

that the peak magnitude of the absorber would have to be reduced

mainly to insure that reduced acceleration inputs could permit

some stroking of the absorber. However, in the analysis it was

seen that the dynamics of the system can generate more severe

responses with less severe inputs.
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It is nct necessary that the absorber fail to stroke to get an increased

response. The dynamics of the system alone can generate greater

response for lesser inputs. This makes the-Atotal problem -more

complex in that it is difficult to say what Ihe worst environment really

is.

3) A statistical approach can be taken. The D. 1. I.

concept has associated with it a statistical measure of injury..

Similarly the man's" weight and the input acceleration have statistical

distributions. Is it possible that a cumulative injury criteria can be

established as a criteria for energy absorber design? As an example

consider the truncated and notch helicopter waveform for a 170 pound

man. The response at maximum input is a D. R- I. of 19. This has

a probability of injury of greater than five percent. As the input

is reduced the response eventually overshoots and develops a DL R- I.

of nearly 20 for an input equal to four-tenths of the maximum. From

other criteria such as the Army's Crash Survival Design Guide, there

is a probability curve associated with magnitude of the input. In other

words, there is a finite probability that th3 crash will indeed be near

four-terths of the assumed maximum. Is the cumulative probability

of injury, a D. R. I. of 20, and the occurrence of an input of four-tenths

of the assumed maximum, sufficient to compromise the absorber

waveform.
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This approach-ultimately leads to a cumulative injury criteria as

a basis for energy absorber criteria. The prcoability of being

at or near the "maximum" input acceleration is a value. At

that level the D. RLI. will be another value with an associated

probability. Assumxng these are statistically independent, there

is then a cumulative probability of injury at that particular input

acceleration band width which is the product of the two. If this

is duplicated for all band widths and the numbers summed, an injury

potential of the absorber is developed. In this manner it is possible

to quantitatively tradeoff probability of injury with absorber design

characteristics. If it can be shown that the four.-tenths overshoot

does not significantly influence the total injury potential, then the

absorber design can be more efficient. If the occurrence of an

input is remote, then the probability of injury at that input can be

high and the absorber can be designed to take advantage of it.

4) Thei-e is another means of achieving the desired force -

Aispiacement for various combinations of conditions. This is of

course the active feedback system. Just as it was mentioned ir

connection with passive elements, active feedback control elements

could also be designed to adjust the response as functions of relative

velocity or force generated. Active systeris are usually equated with

complex and expensive systems. However, it is a means that could

and should be pursued.
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APPENDIX I - COMPUTER PROGRAM USERS GUIDE

The computer used for this sitdy program is listed on the

following two pages and is discussed in the subsequent paragraphs

with a complete listing bf the terms following the discussion.

The initial cards establish the constants to be-used in speci-

fying the structural constants. The aircraft floor stiffness is (K6)

and damping is (C6). The impact velocities for each acceleration

waveform are Al, A2, and A3.

The first three constant, function cards, CFN, represent the

acceleration waveforms used as inputs. The number within the field

indicates the number of time data points within the field. If it takes

10 points to describe the acceleration input, CFN (10. 0) would be re,-

quired. The last CFN card represents the energy absorber as a

function of displacement and a series of ten points. The parameter

caras are those inputs that are used to study the variations of response

with input parameters. The user has the capability to put in any

variation of subject weight, WI; seat weight, W2; aircraft type, AC;

energy absorber stroke, SL; number of energy absorbers. NE; and

RA input reduction factor.

The function cards establish the functional relationship between

the parameters on the constant function cards. That is, 'FUN (AJ, T)

indicates that the data on the CFN card AJ is a function of time, -T.



V _ _ _***MIM.IC SCURCE-LANGUAGE PROGRAM***
__________IMPACT RESPONSE OF SEATED MAN

CON(CAl, AZA3)
8 ____ *AF -FIGHTER - -

AF CFN(4.O1
AH AN. HELICOPTER -.----- - - - -

--AH CFN(6.O)
*AT -TRANSPORT

-AT CFN(3.O)
-EA __CFNC8.O)

.FA FUN(AFT)'
____ HA FUN(AH,T)

7- -FUN (AttT) .. -. . . ..-..

________________ _____PARC WIW2, A CSLNE, RA)

1']. W1/386.
_______________K].___ ML*3950.

Cl O.6*Mt*62.8
___________ ____ ____W2/3O6.

JYP3 ml.

C3 O.44*M3*50.
- FOREA__ FUN(EA,.X6)

AD AC-2.
*ARR FSW(ADAlA2tA3)

AR RA*ARR
_______________2DX1___ (-Cl*lCX1-Kl*Xt+Cl*1ODX2.+Kl*X2-WI) /Ml.

ADX. TNT (20X1, AR )
_____________X1 -NT (lDX.,O. )

20X2 (CCI*]DXI+K1*Xl-ClA'10X2-Kl*X2iENAB+STR-W2./M2
__________ DX2 I_ INT (20X 2,AR)

qX2 INT(IDX2,O.)
______________203 (C3*lDX 2+K3 *X2-C3*1DX3-K3*X3-W-1)1M3-, -.

IDX3 INT(2DX3,AR)
______________X3 . NT(l0X3-O0.)

S3RI (K3*(X2-XB) )/(M3*386.)
_______________ARS ___FSW(AD,FA,HAITA)__

2DX4 RA*ARS
_______________ 1X4 INT(2DX4,AR)___

X4 INT(lDX4,O.)
_______________X6 _ __X4-X2

I0X6 IDX4-ICX2

___ ___ ___ ___ _ _l X? AP*].X6
(4 .X7 - INT(IDX7,O.)

* AM ___AM _ FSW(T-.OO5,]..,'.v0.) _______

.AN FSWCAm+l.DX6,PALSEFALSE,TRUE)_
Q __________ AB __FSW (AM+ 1DX6, TRUE, RUE, FALSE)

OISP TAS(X6,ANO.)
______________ FORED__ TAS(ENAC,AN,O.)

CI S2~ "TAS (X6, AB 0.)
r -____________ FOR2 ___TAS(ENAC,ABO.)

S TR K6*X8+C6*l0X8
______.. ...- AY FSW(X6-SLIFALSEIFALSEITRUE) . . ...

A Z LSW(AY,'l.,O.)
______ s- 108 _AZ*l0X6

X8 INT(].0X8tO.,TRUEiAY)
_____________ENAB ___NE*ENAC

ENAC FSW(l0X6,FOREBFOREBjFOREF)
______________ FOREF FOREA*'8N+FOREB*Ap



_________ 3 ____ sW(1X7vTRUEvTRUE,FALSE).

___________ 4 .FSW.( 1DX79 FALSE# TRUEt-TRUE)
82 LSW (B4 lvO.0
FORS __FOR2*B24FORED#Bl -.------- ..

FOREB- FORS4REOD
____________IDX9 ___ 1*10x7

X9 INT(IDX9v0.,TRUEv83)'
I ~~~~lDXIO.l B2*IDXT _____________

X10 " INT(lDXIO00,TRUEiB4-)
P881 K7*X9___________
REB2 KT*XIO

_____________REBO ___REBI*B.-tRkB2*B2 ---

OT .001
___________TAX DT - ...--..-------

OTMIN OTMAX
___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ __FIN(Tt.1)

HDR(TIMEv20X2,ZDX4,X6vENABDRI)
___________ UT(T*2CX2v2CX4*X6pENAB'PDRI)

PLa(Tv2CX4,20X2,X6tDRI)
-SCA(*001,200.t200-..5vl.) -.
ZER(0.90.O.0..50.)

_____ ____ _____ ____END --



, The computer will establish liiear relations between the points given

and interpolate as required.

The next series of cards merely evaluate the stiffness and

damping coefficients for the models. Since the man models are.

fixed, 10 HZ and 7 = 0. 3 for the force model; 8 HZ and 0.-22

for the injury model;. the coefficients are calculated by- in-erting the.

given body weight.

The remainder df the program is the coding of the differential'

equations of motion previously mentioned. For example, the

differential equation for the seat is written:

00 0 0

M2 X2 = C1X1+ K1X1 - CX 2 - K1X2+ 'ea + Ft- W2

The first terms are directly from a summation for forces. The last

three are the forces due to the energy absorber, forces due to struc-

tural response, and the inertial term. As the energy absorber

-compresses, the force generated changes with increasing relative

displacement. However, it cannot displace an unlimited amount.

If an energy absorber is not sufficient to absorb the input energy, it

would attempt to travel a distance greater than practically available.

Therefore, the stroke limit, SL, is specified. If the device attempts

to exceedthis limit it is assumed that the seat impacts on a very rigid

structure having stiffness K6.

----- -



This caused large magnitude and high frequency "ringing" to occur and

structurld dampfng C6 is included to limit the ringing.

The other condition is that of seat rebound. If the absorber I ]

dissipates the energy properly, a point is reached where the relative

velocity between the floor and.,seat goes to zero. If the seat and man

want to rebound, the energy absorber does not necessarily respoid"

as a continuous element. Since rebound data is not available l r all

types of absorbers, it is~assumed the device deforms elastically

back to zero force with the same stiffness as the original elastic

deformation of the curve. This is shown below. The value used

at present is 17, 000 pounds per inch.

Force

-Deformation

The remainder of the program contains the logic, required to

properly control the energy absorber "rebound" and the structural

bottoming. The structural response is the easiest to explain. -When

the absorber deformation, X6, exceeds the selected stroke, SL, "the

displacement of the "rigid" link is calculated by integrating the

relative velocity starting at the time when X6-SL is greater than zero.

This creates a force STR which is added into the differential equation.



IV-a the defc--i v hes less ft= the tiitire the

irtet-atl s ps w the fwce es fo zero. Te seat is free to

rebM

rMe enera a:Sioer ; oftn is =.-e ofot A te

:isprae t. X6, iroreaMSeS; fe rtIVe veOCirT. OMSe sV e 2U

slows to zmeo. At this po fm absober Wen=s sto re ere, bct

not 210Mi the or-igia 9ad-- R.Slead, it W2=s to U=1020 a!Org a

lire parnalel to the iaitl.a elastic po-,&-b of the oc- !aer

cutzwe.. 1mere the last, vaki-e of force and disp,12cement 2ftaimed at

zero relatie i-elocitv est be stored s the initial w e off the

reborma or relaxation portion off the carve- This is the purpose OT

the "trackand store" overutioss sch as:

DISP = TAS M6, AB, 0..)

FORED = TAS (EAC, AN, 0.-)

From these !nitial conditions we m'aist backtrack aloitg the stifflness

curv-e K7-. T-herefore, the force in the ener-gy absorber is the stored

value minus theproda~ct of K7 and X9-. When the absorber reaches

another zero relative velocity, expands as far as ii w il go, the

deformation may again increase along the elastic curve from the

stored values:

DIS2 =TAS (X6, AB, 0.)

FOR2 =TAS (EN-AC, AB, 0.)

I



MTe occ r-urrence o elastic rebound withiti the elastic range, even

tboq& UMn DS goes positve, is recognized by having the logical test

placed MM7 DX whiah, etects the first changein. relative velocity.

WIN the absorber initially coi~iesses, the relative velocity is

positive but the m~ splace Met has not occurred ito initiate

IDX7. .After the peAk displaceet is once reached. IDXI1 has some

valbe a=d enables the compu=ter to calculae the relaxation effect

rather than return to the original force dipaeetCUM~e

The ovatput of tne;program can be selected by ase of header

and ae..s cards in the formats shmm- As wrifteni, the program prints

out and plots the input acceleration, the seat acceleration, the energy

absorber crush and the I). R_. L These provide in one plot the input,

* the seat response, energFy absorber response, and the human

* physiological response-

It is necessary that the program cards be placed in a parti-

cular order and with a particular number of cards sequenced proiperly.

The proper order is explained below.-

The fir!:t card is a job card having ' he maximum number of

minutes and lines of output anticipated along with an identifying

problem number and name.

4JOB S546 0*5,5000 69-568,N S PHIL# BETA 1IND* INC.

The secon-1 card is an execute card that identifies the routine, to be

used.



175220 0 SEAECLTE HII'IC

This is followed by a comment card which is the printout to be

placed at the top of computer program listing. The program deck

-follows the comment card and the last card of the program is the

Fad card to be folls-ired by data-

The cards following the program are those called out within

the program in the order they are listed- 'The constsn'rs K6, C5,

and K7 are on the first card and the ielocities Al, A?, and A3 are on-

the second-

A&___ 
______!6 K7 kcW1.'rIOE C6 C CC0 E OVZ 7.OC&OC 05

02- -5.23S7CE 02 -4e93CE 02

Crash acceleration wareforms are the next sets reaul-fed. The

number of poinis for each --nust match -the number within the con-

st-ant function field. of the- identifying card- That is, for the fighter,

4IF-CF-N (4-. 0) must have four data cards. The acceleration cards are

as sho-mn.

________C.

3,,5-7.ICnE-CZ -.180COE 04
9o6DICOE-02 - lC80CGE 04

10.OY3C---E-C3 lo83OCCE '34
1.3C)OOE-02 2*03CCLE 04

1.8C'J-C24,-4i300E 04
2.5CIC: E-02 S*67COE 03

AT

-i.81010-C2I.IWOCE 04

8.50'1C-E-C2 -C.



. The next set of cards described the energy absorber force-deflecting

characteristics. A sample is shown below for EA=CFN 7. 0).

0. 0 EA _

10.009COE-3 6.eZgOooE 03
3.WO~~EC -i76.2C COEO
4.C OO E-01 4.5OCCCE 03

5.CO IE CO 5.30OCOE 03
5.363ME 0L .30CCE 03

The deck is completed by adding the parameter cards required:

These are the variations to be run with one deck. For each set of

parameter cards a complete set of data are computed and printed

out-

The first parameter card identifies the weight of the man,

the weight, of the seat the aircraft selected, the stroke length, the

number of energy aibs-rbers. and input reduction ra o. These are

shown below.

lo ) ...C ,I5-lO'CE C2 2 CO090E 03
SL NE RA -

5.0*5OfW3E .11 .6000E 00 100006E. W

The last card is the end of the file card and completes the deck.



AC Aircraft control parameter. This is input to the program
to-sclect either the fighter, helicopter or- transport acceleration
_input depending upon whether or not the value is 1, 2, or 3
respectively.

AF, AH, AT Symbols identifying the acceleration data points for the
fighter, helicpter, and transport.

DISP The displacement of the absorber as long as the relative
velocity is positive. The track and store operation causes
DISP to track X6 until IDX6 goes negative and stores that
value. When IDX6 goes positive again, DISP tracks until
another velocity reversal. In this manner DISP always
contains the initial conditions for displacement when the
seat attempts to compress the absorber.

DRI The Dyrnamic Response ,-idex which is a -easure of vertebral
fracture.

EA Symbolidentif-Ing the data points obtained from the energy
absorber curve. The number in parenthese establishes the
number cf points to be used as input. (Force in pounds versus
time in second.)

EN.AB Total force for all absorbers. (pounds)

ENAC The force developed by one absorber at any time. (pounds)

FA, HA, TA Symbols identifying the time function generated by the data
points AF,- AH, and AT

FOREA Symbol establishes the relation between the energy absorLar
curve and calculated -relative displacement.

FORED The force the absorber develops as long as the relative
velocity is positive. This duplicates the actions of DISP.

FORS A stored force at the beginning of expansion or compression.

NE Number of energy absorbers, also an input.

SL Stroke limit is included as input (inches)

STR The force developed by the structure at impact of the seat
when the stroke limit is exceeded.

Al, A2, A3 Velocities of the fighter, helicopter, and transport aircraft
respectively. These are used as the initial values of the

integrators of the program.



j. Cl The damping factor of the 10 HZ man model (#Iinchlsec.)

C3 The damping factor of the 8 HZ injury model (Ilinch/sec.)

C6 Damping coefficient of structural element that is impacted
when seat impacts. (I /inch/sec.)

DISC2 The displacement of the absorber as long as the relative "
velocity is negative. The track-and store operation is
reversed so that DIS2 will always contain the value of
absorber displacement as the absorber attempts to elongate.
This provides the initial conditions for ,absorber displacement
during expansion.

FOR2 " The value of the force in the energy absorber duing expansion.

The value is held during compression

Ki The stiffness of the 10 HZ man model (flinch)

K3 The stiffress of the 8 HZ injary model (flinch)

K6 Stiffness of structural element that is impacted when seat
impacts after exceeding stroke limit. (flinch)

K7 Relaxation stiffness of energy absorber. This can be an
assumed equal to the initial zt-.ffness of energy absorber
force-displacement curve. (#/inch)

311 The mass of the 10 HZ man model (]inchisec 2 )

M2 The mass of the seat (flinch/sec 2

2A13 The mass of the 8 HZ injury model (f/inch/sec2 )

X6 Relative displacement across the energy absorber

2DXl, IDX1, The acceleration, velocity and displacement of the force
X3 model mass, ML

2DX3, IDX3, The acceleration, velocity, and displacement of the injury
X3 model mass, M3.

2DX4, 1DX4, The acceleration, velocity, and displacement of the crash
X4 input.

RA Input Reduction Ratio



4 2
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APPENDIX 11 - WAVEFORM LIBNEAZATION

The input acceleration- waveforms- used in evaluating and optiming

energy absorbers were obtained from measured data taken during controlled

crashes of actual aircraft. The waveforms actually measured, however, were

complex in nature containing 'structural ringing" and other high frequency

"hash" and it was necessary to modify the meas-red data so that the pulses

could be handled easier. The data reduction nrthod used- is describedbelow

as it was applied to crash data measured on a traiisport. The same technique

was also used on fighter and helicopter data.

Particular curves are available for 6-degree and 20-degree impacts

of a Lockheed L-1649, Transport and for an 8-degree and 20-degree impact of

a Douglas DC-7 Transport. Let us examine the 8-degree impact for- the DC-7

Transport. The measured data are shown with an approximate mead drawn

through it. How can we realistically develop an acceleration profile from this

that can be used? Should we duplicate this curve and establish it as-: criteria?

To do so would require users to be able to handle complex waveforms. Or is

it possible to approximate the waveform and feel assured that the approximation

" will provide accurate data?

The most approximate "wave analysis" is simply to record the time

of "peak" and "valley " accelerations and note their magnitudes. If this

is done from 0. 65 seconds to 0. 80 seconds, th- mean time between peak

and valley is 0.010 seconds.



The oscillation modulating the "baic" plse is therefore a 50 HZ vibration.

The acceleration essentially passes',through a rigid energy absorber and

acts upon the man. The man acts as a:-10 HZ acceleration is attenua ted

28 db or by a factor of 0. 04. The mean._magnitude of the acceleration

is about 12 9. Therefore, the man model would respond by -generating

0. 48 g,- approximately 2. 5 per cent of the basic accelerationV.

The modulating accelerations were approximately 50 HZ with an

amplitude of 12 g- By subtracting this from the peaks and-adding to the

valleys, a new curve was generated with a peak at 0--73 seconds. A line

was drawn through the pi: _nts and a symmetr~ical waveform generated. From i

the plot it is apparent that this does not agree with the rate of onset-or rate

decay as well as could be hoped for- By extending the waveform a better :~

approximation of the rate of onset can be achieved. The result is a 22 g

symmetrical, triangular pulse. The complete description for this case

is then,

Peak g 22
Time Duration 200 milleseconds
Velocity. Change 71 feet per second
Rate of Onset 220 g/second
Rate of Decay 220 g/second

These are representative of the 8-degree impact for a DC-7.

~A similar approach was taken for the 20 -degree impact. In this

case the modulation is not as distinct and it appears that the best approximation

to fit the complete pulse is to represent it by a skewed triangle.



-Similar results for the L-1649 Transport are shown below,

6 Degree 20 Degree,

-Peak g 23 30
Pulse Duration 110 nilleseconds 85 millesecondsIVelocity Change 40.7 feet/second 41. 1 feet/second
Rate of Onset 536 g/second 1650 g/secondfRate of Decay 343 glsecond 450 g/second

These four triangle- pulses are-shown graphically in Figure 11-1-



ZLAM ITINC!-

Vertical G Values in a 6-Degree and 20-Degree Impact-

it A Lockheed L-1649 Transport.
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APPENDEE IV ENERGY ABSORBER CHAR&LCTLIRITC CURVES

Records of nine existing energy absorbers previously tested

by ACED were evaluated and formatted for use in the con~mter

program. The records 9spplied contained inpuzt acceleratio-- profies

and force-acceleration-tim profies of 1&e energy absorbers respone,

generated from experiments -in which energy absorbers supported,'

dead weights during inmct. However, if energy were to be analytically

included into the computer program, the characteristic force -deflection

curve is required. The method used to find this characteristic curve

for one particular energy absorber is described in the following

paragraphs and this technique was used repeatedly to find the force-

deflection curves of the other devices, which are shown in Figures

W-6 thru 111-14.

The Boeing-Vertol load Limiter Strut is a device that

attentuates energy by forcing a pre -cut tuber over A mandrel and

causingthe cut sections to curl up along the side of the tube-. Three

tests were conducted -on the device. This data, as well as static

and dynamic force -displacement curves, made it aL logical first -

attempt to use the test information. The tests consisted of three

drops. The first two bottomed out and generated la-ge overshoots-

in the load cell. The third resulted in a smooth response for all

three data channels and was selected for analysis.



- The physical set-up of the test was such that accelerometers

measured the input acceleration of the cart above the load cell and

the output acceleration at adead weight directly below the energy

absorber. If we assume that the stiffness of all elements between [
the accelerometers are large in relation to the-stiffness of the

energy absorber, then the two provide a means of evaluating the

relitive accelerations across the absorbers.

Overlays were made of the "two accelerations and the platform

acceleration scaled up to that of the dead weight (Figure-IV-). The

difference between the two was found (Figure IV-2) and integrated

twice (Figure IV-3). With the displacement versus time and the

measured force versus time, a crossplot was made to construct

the force-displacement curve of the absorber (Figure IV-4). The

displacement calculated was found to be 3.28 inches as, compared

with the 3. 5 inches mentioned in the test- discussigns.

The force-displacement curve constructed matches very well

with the measured curve of dynamic force-displtcement found for Boeing

test number 2. The correlation between tbi two indicated that the

one curve is a reasonable representation of the dynamic force -

displacement curve for the Boeing E/A Strut.

U _



A comparison of the dynamic curve with the static curve

(Figure 1%7-5) indicates that there is a Significant difference in

the two. We could use the dynamic curve as available for all

environments. However, the fact that the static and dynamic

do differ is sufficient to indicate that this area should be further

pursued. At present we assume that the dynamic force-deflection

curve is valid for tie environments tc be investigated since the

peak g and waveform are approxinu tely representative of the

of the crash accelerations being examdned.

...........
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